In Yoo 1996, a dynamic programming DP model is formulated to address the problem of setting sta ng levels at a posto ce's service windows over multiple time periodstypically of length 15 minutes or 30 minutes in a day. A major component o f t h e model is the inclusion of transient queueing behavior obtained via numerical integration, so that deviation from traditional steady-state models could be investigated. A computationally e cient heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the DP. One of the key assumptions that underlies the algorithm is monotonicity of the optimal policy, which results in a signi cant reduction in searching the state space. The purpose of this note is to establish this structural property. The chief result needed to accomplish this, interesting in its own right, is the submodularity of the system occupancy at any point in time with respect to the initial occupancy and the number of servers.
To be speci c, we consider a single-queue system with multiple servers, in which the arrival process of customers in non-stationary. The objective i s t o c hoose sta ng levels over a multi-period time horizon during each period,the arrival rate is assumed approximately constant so as to minimize the expected cost comprising a weighted sum of server costs and queue costs, where queue costs are evaluated using transient queueing models. Aside from making the performance analysis more di cult, the inclusion of transient queueing e ects also complicates the sta ng problem. Periods are no longer uncoupled, since there is a dependence on initial conditions and the system does not necessarily reach steady state by the end of a period; hence, sta ng decisions for di erent periods cannot be implemented independently. The experience with the post o ce setting reported in Yoo 1996 is that the manager sets discrete intervals at which to make sta ng decisions, but he she also retains the exibility to handle unexpected extreme surges or lulls by adding subtracting sta at any time. Our model primarily addresses the former decision making problem. Thus, we consider an operational version of the problem, in which a decision is made at the beginning of each period as to how m a n y s e r v ers to sta for that period, given the number of customers in the system at the beginning of the period. Speci cally, the problem is formulated as a nite-horizon dynamic program. When the goal is numerical solutions of the DP, structural properties can lead to great gains in computational e ciency. Monotone optimal policies constitute one of the most wellknown and useful of such characterizations; see, for example, Chapter 8 in Heyman and Sobel 1984, or Section 4.7.3 in Puterman 1994 . In terms of the sta ng problem, this monotonicity translates into the intuitively obvious result that the optimal policy should prescribe increased sta ng levels for higher initial queue lengths.
The main property needed to establish a monotone optimal policy is submodularity o f t h e period cost function Heyman and Sobel 1984. To establish submodularity for our problem requires proving that the system occupancy is submodular in the numberofservers and initial system occupancy. We prove this result for a G=M= squeue. A closely related result is given in Chang, Shanthikumar, and Yao 1994. There, in Theorem 5.3.21, it is shown that the queue length process for a pure death process is stochastically increasing and supermodular in the initial state and time. Our result here establishes an analogous submodularity result with respect to the initial number in the system and the numberofservers, for any xed time horizon. The proof uses uniformization, as in Chang, Shanthikumar, and Yao 1994.
The Dynamic Programming Formulation
The state of the system is the number of customers in the system | in service and in queue | referred to as the system occupancy throughout. The action taken each period is the number of servers to sta for that entire period, and is based only on the state of the system at the beginning of each period. In sum, our model is discrete time and discrete state space. The period cost is the sum of the sta ng cost and the expected time-averaged system occupancy for the period. The objective is to nd the optimal policy that minimizes the total horizon costs.
We i n troduce the following notation to de ne the problem: N = number of periods in the total horizon; = length of a period;
S n = number of servers used in period n; X n = system state occupancy at the beginning of period n; s max = maximum numberofservers that can be used in a period; = service rate for each s e r v er; k = cost per server per period used; c n i; s = cost function for period n, g i v en i initial customers and s servers; n i = number of servers to be assigned to period n, if the initial system occupancy is i customers; n = vector of n i, sta ng policy for period n; = vector of n , matrix denoting sta ng policy for entire horizon:
To reduce notation, we have assumed that the length of each period is identical. The optimization problem can be stated as follows:
E c n X n ; n X n ; 1 where the distribution of X n will depend on the policy . In order to characterize this quantity, w e i n troduce the random variable stochastic process X n t i; s = system occupancy at time t into period n, given a system occupancy of i at the beginning of period n and s servers throughout:
The period cost function is the sum of the expected time-averaged mean system occupancy and a linear cost on the numberofservers:
When we are interested in the system occupancy at the end of a period, we use the simpli ed notation X n i; s = X n i; s; 3 i.e., we drop the subscript. In this case, we h a ve X n = X n,1 X n,1 ; S n,1 .
The solution to the adaptive sta ng problem 1 can be obtained by applying stochastic dynamic programming DP. The state of a period is the number of customers at the beginning of the current period, which i s e q u a l t o the numberatthe end of the previous period. The transition probabilities from period to period are governed by the transient b e h a vior of the associated multi-server queue. We index periods in chronological time i.e., forward, so the backwards dynamic programming algorithm beginswith the last period. The resulting n i = arg min s n c n i; s + E h f n+1 X n i; s io : 6 We n o w state our main result, which w e will prove in the remainder of the paper.
Theorem. Under the assumption of exponential service times and interarrival times, there exists an optimal policy that is monotonically increasing in the state, i.e., such that for all i and n, n i n i + 1 :
The monotone structure of the policy allows the search space to bereduced considerably, serving as the basis for the e cient heuristic algorithm proposed in Yoo 1996. Speci cally, when 6 is evaluated to solve for the optimal policy, the computationally expensive portion is the evaluation of c n i; s for each s, g i v en by 2, via Runge-Kutta numerical integration. If M is the maximum numberofservers, then the result allows the search a t s t a t e i to proceed from s = n i; :::; M instead of from s = 1 ; :::M. Furthermore, the algorithm usually only required two evaluations at s = n i; n i + 1 ; for the parameter settings typical in the post o ce setting, leading to an order of magnitude computational savings. Thus, problems for an 8-hour day of 15-minute intervals giving 32 periods that otherwise would have taken several hours to solve were reduced to a few minutes of computation time. Alternatively, the model could also beused to approximate a continuous-time model over a much shorter horizon where the arrival process is stationary e.g., by taking 30 periods over a 15-minute horizon, giving 30-second intervals, which might b y w ell approximated by an in nite horizon model with a stationary optimal policy.
Before proceeding, we note that the submodularity result proven in the next section actually holds for any general arrival process independent of the service times.
Monotone Optimal Policies
Throughout, we use the monotonicity terms increasing and decreasing in the non-strict sense. We rst review the de nitions of stochastic ordering and submodularity cf. Shaked We rst de ne the stochastic version of submodularity in the natural way:
De nition. A family of random variables fXi; sg is stochastically submodular if for any i 1 i 2 ; s 1 s 2 , there exist on a common probability space ; F; P f o u r r a n d o m v ariableŝ X j , j = 1 ; 2; 3; 4; equal in distribution to Xi 1 ; s 1 ; X i 2 ; s 1 ; X i 1 ; s 2 ; X i 2 ; s 2 , respectively, such that for all ! 2 ,X 1 ! + X 4 ! X 2 ! + X 3 !: 7 In particular, the de nition implies that the expectation is submodular in the ordinary sense.
For our application, we will need a stronger version:
De nition. A family of random variables fXi; sg is strongly stochastically submodular if for any i 1 i 2 ; s 1 s 2 , there exist on a common probability s p a c e ; F; P four random variablesX j , j = 1; 2; 3; 4; equal in distribution to Xi 1 ; s 1 ; X i 2 ; s 1 ; X i 1 ; s 2 ; X i 2 ; s 2 , respectively, s u c h that for all ! 2 , X 3 ! minfX 1 !;X 4 !g; X 1 ! + X 4 ! X 2 ! + X 3 !:
The strong version is analogous to the de nition of stochastic submodularity given in Definition 5.3.12 of Chang, Shanthikumar, and Yao 1994, in that stochastic monotonicity in both arguments is also speci ed and must hold on the same probability space. We require stochastic increasing in the rst variable and stochastic decreasing in the second variable. Clearly, this strong stochastic version includes the previous version. We now present the following result, which will be needed later. Lemma 1. If X; is strongly stochastically submodular, then PX; x is submodular for all x.
Proof. By de nition of strongly stochastic submodular, we h a ve the existence of four random variablesX j , j = 1; 2; 3; 4; de ned on a common probability space ; F; P and equal in We use the following, fairly standard, characterization of the existence of monotone optimal policies to establish our main result. i c n ; s is increasing for all s and n; ii c n ; is submodular and bounded below for all n; iii PX n ; x is submodular for all x and n; iv X n ; s is stochastically increasing for all s and n. Then, for each n, there exists n increasing that is optimal, i.e., satis es 6. The statement of the result has been modi ed slightly to take i n to account the fact that for our setting, the action space f1; :::; s max g is nite and independent of the state, so certain conditions are automatically satis ed. In particular, the action space is compact, contracting, and ascending; the minimum is achieved in 4; and J n i; i s l o wer semicontinuous.
A similar result is given by Theorem 4.7.4 in Puterman 1994, using the terminology subadditive superadditive instead of submodular supermodular and considering maximization instead of minimization. In order to apply this result to prove our main theorem, we m a k e the following observations: c n ; is bounded below b y 0 ; integration preserves stochastic ordering and also submodularity; c n ; is composed of a linear cost and an expectation of a time-averaged integral of X n ; ; conditions iii and iv are implied by strong stochastic submodularity, via the de nition and Lemma 1.
We note that the stochastic increasing property with respect to initial system occupancy is also proven for the general case no exponential assumptions using a sample path proof in Assad et al. 1997 ; see also Yao 1989 and Sonderman 1979 . We n o w proceed to establish that X; is strongly stochastically submodular, where we drop the period-dependent superscript for notational brevity. We require exponential service times, but the arrival process can be general, as long as it is independent of the service times.
Lemma 2. The system occupancy at any t i m e i n a G=M= squeue is strongly stochastically submodular with respect to the initial system occupancy and the number of servers, so that the tail distribution of system occupancy is submodular.
Proof. We begin with a pure death process, and then superimpose the arrival process. Due to the memoryless property of the exponentially distributed service times, this presents little additional di culty. The pure death process is handled by uniformizing the process at rate s + 1 , and de ning four processes on the same probability s p a c e .
Without loss of generality, we take =1 throughout. Because the process is constant between uniformized epochs, it su ces to establish the result for the discrete uniformized epochs, which we denote by t 0 = 0; t 1 ; t 2 ; ::: We proceed by induction on m for epoch t m .
Since X; is de ned only on the integers, it su ces to establish the requisite relationships We will in particular show the somewhat stronger result that there exist on a common Therefore inequality 24 holds.
ii s y 2 y 1 :
Hence s^y 1 = s + 1 y 1 , a n d s^y 2 = s + 1 y 2 .
De ne a function : ! by x = s + 1 x:
Since is concave and increasing, we h a ve b y 23 y 2 + y 3 y 1 + y 4 :
Therefore the inequality 24 holds.
iii y 2 s y 1 :
Hence s^y 1 By i iii, we h a ve established 20, completing the proof of strong stochastic submodularity for the pure death process. The progression of the proof is such that superimposing an arrival process does not change the main line of proof based on induction on event arrival or departure epochs. At arrival epochs, the relevant relationships will still hold, since 1 is added to both sides, and at departure epochs, the same argument can be used as in the pure death process.
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Combining Proposition 1 with Lemmas 1 and 2 nishes the proof the theorem.
